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I work in the field of probability theory and dynamical systems. My research is driven toward rigorous
understanding of self-organization in discrete spatial processes, which arise in different fields including
neural networks, physics, computer science, and epidemiology. I am also interested in finding applications
to distributed algorithms and network data analysis.

1. OVERVIEW

1.1. Discrete spatial processes. Many important phenomena that we would like to understand − forma-
tion of public opinion, trending topics on social networks, growth of stock market, development of cancer
cells, outbreak of epidemics, and collective computation in distributed systems − are closely related to pre-
dicting large-scale behavior of systems of locally interacting agents. Discrete spatial processes provide a
simple framework for modeling such systems: A vertex coloring X t : V → Zκ on a given graph G = (V ,E)
updates in discrete time according to a fixed local transition rule. In a typical setting in applied probability
literature, one draws the initial coloring X0 from some probability measure and asks how the probability
P(X t has property P ) behaves. The answer usually depends on details such as topology of the underlying
graph and parameters in the model.

I gave an answer to the above question for a number of models arising from different contexts: the firefly
cellular automata (coupled oscillators), the box-ball system (solid state physics) [15], the cyclic cellular au-
tomata (BZ checmial reaction), the Greenberg-Hastings model (neural network), the cyclic particle system
(multicolor acyclic voter model) [8], and lastly, the parking process (infection dynamics) [2]. The first two
models were studied on the one-dimensional integer lattice Z by constructing integer-valued comparison
processes on Z and using combinatorial correspondences [22, 21, 15]. A special case (κ= 3) of the next two
models were studied on arbitrary underlying graphs by constructing a similar comparison process on the
universal cover of the underlying graph [9]. For the cyclic particle system, we proved a conjecture of Bram-
son and Griffeath in 1989 that the 3- and 4-color system clusters on Z. On the other hand, we studied the
parking process on a class of lattice-like graphs (e.g., Cayley graphs) using totally different techniques, such
as recursive distributional equation and mass-transport principle [2]. See Section 2 for details and further
questions.

1.2. Global synchronization of pulse-coupled oscillators on trees. Systems of coupled oscillators (e.g.,
blinking fireflies, circadian pacemakers, BZ chemical oscillators) have been a central subject in nonlinear
dynamical systems literature for decades [27], and have found numerous applications in many areas includ-
ing robotic vehicle networks [24] and electric power networks [3]. Pulse-coupling is a class of distributed
time evolution rule for networked phase oscillators inspired by biological oscillators, which depends only
upon event-triggered local pulse communication. Recently, theory of pulse-coupled oscillators (PCOs) are
finding applications as a scalable and efficient clock synchronization algorithms for networks of resource-
constrained devices such as wireless sensors [25].

A fundamental question in systems of coupled oscillators concerns deriving global convergence toward
synchrony from all (or almost all under some measure) possible initial configurations. For some well-known
models such as Kuramoto’s or Peskin’s, global convergence has been established only on complete graphs
and cycles [23, 13, 31]. In a series of three solo papers [17, 20, 19], I introduced some classes of discrete and
continuous PCOs and derived their global convergence on finite trees. Unlike complete graphs or cycles,
global synchronization on trees is more versatile since it can easily be extended to general graphs by com-
posing with a spanning tree algorithm. This led to a fast universal clock synchronization algorithm with
minimal memory and communication requirement, which is especially suitable for synchronizing wireless
sensor networks. More discussion on this topic is given in Section 3.

1.3. Hierarchical structure of networks. In the past few decades, a large number of models, methods, and
algorithmic frameworks have been developed for understanding large and complex datasets. However, as
the size and complexity of data are rapidly increasing, understanding their explicit or hidden structures
poses further challenges to existing methods. In an ongoing project [20], which is partially supported by the
Ohio State University’s “Transdisciplinary Research In Principles Of Data Science (TRIPODS)” grant, we are
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developing a new mathematical framework to handle hierarchical structures of large data sets represented
as networks, using ideas from probability, combinatorics, and the modern language of graph limits and
graphons [16]. Roughly speaking, we represent dataset as a graphon, apply some structural transformations
using Gibbs sampling, and then construct profiles of its filtration with respect to a resolution parameter.
Our approach has shown promising results and led us to new insights to clustering algorithms. During my
postdoctoral research, I will further develop these ideas with applications to real world data coming from
social networks, epidemiology, and food web, for instance.

2. DISCRETE SPATIAL PROCESSES

2.1. Excitable media and 3-color CCA/GHM on arbitrary graphs. In a pioneering work in the 40’s, Wiener
formalized a mathematical framework called excitable medium for a particular form of complex systems,
which is frequently observed in many systems in nature including neural networks, BZ chemical reaction,
blinking fireflies, and circadian pacemaker cells [32]. In the 70’s, Greenberg and Hastings [10] introduced
the Greenberg-Hastings model (GHM) to capture the phenomenological essence of neural networks in a dis-
crete setting. In the 80’s, Bramson and Griffeath [1] invented the cyclic cellular automata (CCA) as discrete
analogues of the cyclic particle systems, which arises in statistical physics as well as BZ-chemical oscilla-
tor [33]. These two κ-color CA models for excitable media were extensively studied in applied probability
literature in the 90’s, especially on the integer lattice Zd . A central phenomenon in CCA/GHM on higher
dimensions is the emergence of self-sustaining spiral waves (see Figure 1). Such self-feedback structure
is prohibited in one dimension and boundaries between monochromatic regions behave like a system of
moving particles which annihilate upon collision. But these observations does not carry over to general
underlying graphs.

Figure 1. A snapshot of 16-color CCA on two-dimensional square

lattice. (Image credit: David Griffeath)

In a joint work with Janko Gravner and David
Sivakoff [9], we studied the 3-color CCA/GHM on
arbitrary graphs. We realized that it is possible to
“lift” both the spatial structure and state space: The
graph is lifted to its universal cover, and the color
space Z3 is lifted to the integers Z. The lifted dynamics turns out to be a simple monotone process, which
can be considered as a monotone surface growth model defined on the universal cover. This led to a com-
plete characterization of the limiting behavior of these 3-color models on arbitrary topology. Namely, for
arbitrary (G , X0), the process (X t )t≥0 ‘synchronizes’ if and only if a certain discrete vector field d X0 on the
edges of G induced from X0 is conservative, that is, all contour integral vanishes. Winding around con-
tours with nonzero integral corresponds to an infinite ray in the universal cover along which periodic waves
propagates from/to the ‘infinity’. Such a ray is in fact a lift of a self-sustaining spiral wave in the 3-color
CCA/GHM. We also exploited this idea to prove various probabilistic results about these models for specific
families of graphs such as Erdős-Rényi random graphs and infinite trees. In particular, the long term behav-
ior of these models on infinite trees is related to a certain dimension of the tree and speed of an associated
tree-indexed walks. This work is to appear in the Annals of Applied Probability.

 

 

 

Figure 2. Two snapshots of 9-color CCA dynam-

ics on a uniform spanning tree of a 400×400 torus,

at times about 3,000, 17,000, and 40,000.

2.2. Higher color CCA on infinite trees. The difficulty in under-
standing the CCA dynamics for κ≥ 4 is that edges with color dif-
ference ≥ 2 acts as obstacles, which create new particles when
being destroyed. Moreover, when κ is large, most of the edges
are initially obstacles. This prohibits lifting higher color CCA dy-
namics to an integer-valued comparison process as we did for the
3-color case.

Consider the random κ-color CCA dynamics on an infinite
rooted tree Γ. Is it true that all sites change their color infinitely
often for all κ ≥ 0? If the progeny of Γ grows at a branching rate
large enough with respect to κ, then we could use a percolation argument to show that the root changes its
color infinitely often. Now, what happens if Γ does not grow fast enough? Simulation suggests that a rare
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nucleation center drives the system to fluctuation (see Figure 2). In particular, this leads us to the following
conjecture.

Conjecture 1. Let Γ be a uniform spanning tree ofZ2. Let (X t )t≥0 be the κ-color CCA trajectory on Γ started
from the uniform product probability measure. Then every site changes its color infinitely often almost
surely.

2.3. FCA on Z and Persistence of sums of correlated increments. The κ-color firefly cellular automaton
(FCA) is a discrete model for κ-state pulse-coupled inhibitory oscillators, which I introduced in [17]. Em-
bedded edge particle system is a classical way of analyzing CCA/GHM onZ, which gives rise to an associated
random walk. The persistence of this associated random walks − the probability that a random walk stays
non-negative for the first t steps − determines the probability that two neighboring sites are in disagree-
ment in time t . First discovered by Fisch [5, 6] for the 3-color CCA, this connection was exploited by Durrett
and Steif [4] and Fisch and Graver [7] to GHM in a similar setting.

In a joint work with Sivakoff [22], we discovered that the FCA on Z shares a similar annihilating embed-
ded particle system structure, but with an interesting tweak that the particles may flip their directions in the
first 6κ iterations and they may have non-constant speeds (See Figure 3). Hence the annihilating paricles
must be associated with time 6κ environment, which introduces long-range dependencies between such
particles. This makes known techniques for persistence of sums of independent increments not applicable.
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Figure 3. Simulation of 20-color FCA on a path of 400 nodes for

150×20. The top rows are a random 20-color initial coloring, and

20 iterations generates the next row, from top to bottom. Vari-

ous slopes of boundaries indicate particles move in non-constant

speeds.

To overcome this difficulty, we view the embed-
ded edge particles at time 6κ as a gradient flow on
Z. This gives rise to an integer-valued comparison
process as for the 3-color CCA/GHM. This allows
us to relate the dynamics to the running maximum
of an associated random walk, which we can com-
pute. In this way, we showed that nearby κ-state
fireflies tend to synchronize with high probability:

Theorem 2. Let (X t )t≥0 be the random κ-color FCA trajectory on Z. Then P(X t (x) = X t (x+1)) = 1−Θ(t−1/2).

Furthermore, techniques we developed to prove this result led us to generalize the celebrated Sparre-
Anderson’s formula for persistence of random walks to the case of correlated increments. (See Theorem 2
in [21].)

2.4. Coalescing/annihilating vortices: Clustering of the 4-color FCA on Zd . In two or more dimensions,
both CCA and GHM show spontaneous emergence of spiral waves by which all sites fluctuates periodically
for any available number of colors for each site (as in Figure 1). This behavior is shared in FCA for all but one
case: the 4-color FCA shows mysterious clustering behavior in all higher dimensional square lattices (see
Figure 4). Rectangular waves are generated and try to spiral in, but the wave centers (or vortices) constantly
move so that a complete spiral is never formed. These vortices tend to coalesce or annihilate with eath
other. More surprisingly, this eccentric clustering behavior of 4-color FCA seems to hold in all dimensions.
This observation is summarized as the following conjecture:

Conjecture 3. Let (X t )t≥0 be the κ-color FCA trajectory onZd started from the uniform product probability
measure.

(i) For κ= 4 and for all d ≥ 2, limt→∞P(X t (x) = X t (y)) = 1 for any x, y ∈Zd .
(ii) For κ 6= 4 and for all d ≥ 2, the trajectory (X t )t≥0 converges to a κ+1 periodic limit cycle almost surely.

 

 

 

Figure 4. Snapshots of 5-color FCA on sqaure lattice (left), 4-color

FCA on sqaure lattice (middle), and 4-color FCA on honeycomb lat-

tice (right).

This unusual discovery has been met by surprise
from leading researchers after I presented my find-
ings in probability seminars at Cornell and Indiana
university. Understanding this phenomenon is an-
other strong motivation for further extending our
lifting technique.
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2.5. Double jump phase transition in a random soliton cellular automaton. Toda lattice is a simple model
for a one-dimensional crystal in solid state physics [29]. It is a prototypical example of completely integrable
system whose corresponding Lax equation has a complete set of time-invariant eigensolutions. Soliton cel-
lular automaton (a.k.a. box-ball system) was introduced by Takahashi and Satsuma [28] as a discretization
of Tota lattice. Place a box on each site of the non-negative integer latticeN0, which can fit at most one ball.
Initially place a finite number of balls on the boxes according to a 2-coloring X0 : N0 → {0,1}, and at each
time step X t 7→ X t+1 from left to right successively, move the leftmost untouched ball to the leftmost empty
box. This process converges to a set of disjoint strings of 1’s of increasing length, which are called the soli-
tons. The final soliton statistic can be summarized as a Young diagram, whose j th column corresponds to
the j th longest soliton length. Torii, Takahashi, and Satsuma [30] discovered a way to construct this Young
diagram from the initial configuration X0, using a connection with stack-representable (312-avoiding) per-
mutation and the Robinson-Schensted algorithm.
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Figure 5. Motzkin path (left) and rooted forest (right)

corresponding to the box-ball configuration X0 =
01000110111001100101000 · · · . Flattening hills of the path

corresponds to trimming leaves from the forest. Both procedures

produce the same Young diagram shown in the middle.

During my visit in Cornell, I started to work with
Lionel Levine and John Pike on a random box-ball
system X n,p , where each of the first n boxes is oc-
cupied with a ball independently with probabil-
ity p. ‘Lifting’ this random box-ball configuration
gives a random walk with up-probability p whose
downsteps at height 0 are censored. We discovered
the rows and columns of the time-invariant Young
diagram can also be described by sub-excursions
of such random path. Moreover, this random path
turns out to be the contour process of a Galton-Watson forest with mean offspring number p/(1−p).

Through this novel geometric perspective, we were able to a establish a ‘double jump’ phase transition
in the column lengths, analogous to the one in the Erdős-Rényi random graph G(n, p/n(1−p)).

Theorem 4. For the random box-ball trajectory started from the Binomial(p) environment X n,p , let ρi (n)
and λ j (n) be the number of solitons of length ≥ i and the length of j th longest soliton, respectively.

(i) For all p and i ≥ 1, ρi (n) =Θ(n).
(ii) For all j ≥ 1, λ j (n) =Θ(logn) for p < 1/2 and λ j (n) =Θ(

p
n) for p = 1/2.

(iii) For p > 1/2, λ1(n) =Θ(n) and λ j (n) =O(logn) for all j ≥ 2.

The most surprising is part (iii) of the above theorem, which we call the ‘condensation phenomenon’
in the supercritical regime. As an application, we obtained scaling limits for the lengths of the kth longest
increasing and decreasing subsequences in a random stack-sortable permutation of length n in terms of
random walks and Brownian excursions. This generalizes the classic work of Rotem [26], and parallels the
recent findings of Hoffman, Rizzolo, and Silvken [11].

Our limit theorems concern finite number of top rows and columns of the time-invariant Young diagram
associated with X n,p . Can one obtain their full joint law?

Question 5. What is the limiting shape of the time-invariant Young diagram associated with X n,p ?

2.6. Parking process on transitive unimodular graphs. Injecting independent density p obstacles on each
site in classical processes often lead to non-trivial phase transition in p and generates inspiring open ques-
tions. In a recent joint work with Damron, Gravner, Junge, and Sivakoff [2], we studied a system of inde-
pendent random walks in a polluted environment, which is called the parking process. Namely, place a car
independently with probability 1−p at each site onZd , where each initially vacant site is a parking spot that
can fit one car. Cars simultaneously perform independent simple symmetric random walks, and when one
or more car encounters an available parking spot, a uniformly chosen car parks there and the spot becomes
unavailable. Our main results show that there exists a sharp phase transition at p = 1/2.

Theorem 6. Let Vt be the number of visits of cars to the origin, and let V := limt→∞Vt .

(i) If p ≤ 1/2, then V is infinite almost surely. Moreover, EpVt = (1−2p)t +o(t ).

(ii) If p > 1/2, then V is finite almost surely. Moreover, EpV <∞ if 1−p < (256d 6e2)−1.
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Furthermore, the above theorem holds for large class of graphs (e.g., oriented/unoriented Zd , regular
trees, and Cayley graphs) which satisfy a general assumption of transitivity and unimodularity. Some inter-
esting open questions are the following:

Question 7. Is it true that EpV <∞ for all p > 1/2?

Question 8. If Vt denotes the number of visits of cars to a fixed site up to time t , then at criticality p = 1/2,
is EVt ∼C tα for some constants C > 0 and α ∈ (0,1)?

Our original motivation of studying the parking process was to understand a discrete SIS-infection pro-
cess in a polluted environment. Namely, let~Z2 be the lattice Z2 oriented to southwest. Each site is initially
either healthy (H), susceptible (S), or infected (I) with probabilities p, (1− p)/2, (1− p)/2 independently.
Without the health population, each site becomes infected at time t + 1 if it has an infected neighbor at
south or west, and susceptible otherwise. Each healthy site becomes susceptible by a contact with infected
neighbor at south or west, and otherwise stays healthy. For this model, we have the following conjecture.

Conjecture 9. There exists a critical probability pc ≈ 0.88 such that

(i) For p < pc , each initially healthy site becomes susceptible eventually.
(ii) For p > pc , a positive fraction of initially healthy sites stays healthy forever.

Currently we could prove that pc > 0 by a percolation argument. However, showing pc < 1 seems to be
a difficult question. If we let each infected site infect a unique random neighbor, then this modified ‘HSIS-
process’ can be considered as a parking process on ~Z 2 where cars coalesce upon collision. Proving pc < 1
for this process can be formulated as the following question.

Question 10. Let V coal be the number of visits of cars to the origin in a parking process on~Z2 with coalesc-
ing cars. Is there some pc < 1 such that V coal <∞ a.s. for all p > pc ?

Our proof for the original parking process relies on a recursive distributional equation and mass-transport
principle coming from the unimodularity. The former uses independence of cars, which we do not have for
coalescing cars. It seems that a new technique should be developed.

3. SYNCHRONIZATION OF PULSE-COUPLED OSCILLATORS

The fundamental difficulty in understanding collective behaviors of coupled oscillators is the lack of
monotonicity due to cyclic hierarchy of phase space S1. Three commonly used techniques bypass this dif-
ficulty but have their weaknesses. First, a total ordering on oscillator phases emerges if the initial phases
are concentrated within a half of S1 (e.g., from the most lagging to the most advanced). A broad class of
couplings respects this ordering and contracts the phase configuration toward synchrony. Second, in order
to achieve such concentration in the first place, heavy randomization could be used to turn the system into
a Markov chain; then the strong Markov property ensures that concentration is achieved after exponen-
tial mount of time. On the other hand, by using an unbounded memory per node, one can ‘lift’ the cyclic
phase space S1 into totally ordered R, and let the nodes tune toward local maxima. Then global maximum
propagates and subsumes all the other nodes in O(d) time. This classic idea in theoretical computer sci-
ence dates back to Lamport [14], which in fact also inspired our lifting technique for the 3-color CCA/GHM
on arbitrary graphs. However, use of heavy randomization and unbounded memory are too expensive in
terms of running time and memory efficiency. Hence we are left with the following question: how can we
drive the system close to synchrony from an arbitrary initial configuration in polynomial time without using
unbounded memory?

In a series of three solo papers, I addressed the above question for certain class of PCOs on finite trees.
In the first two papers [17, 18], I introduced the κ-color FCA as a discrete model for inhibitory PCOs and
proved the following theorem on finite trees.

Theorem 11. Let (X t )t≥0 be the random κ-color FCA trajectory on a finite tree T with maximum degree ∆.

(i) If ∆≥ κ, then X t does not synchronize with positive probability.
(ii) For κ≤ 6, X t synchronizes with probability 1 iff ∆< κ.
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(iii) For κ≥ 7, X t does not synchronize with positive probability on some T with ∆≤ κ/2+1.

In fact, the maximum degree condition (i) in the above theorem is a fundamental issue in inhibitory PCOs
on finite trees. Namely, nodes with large degree may receive input pulses so often that its phase is constantly
inhibited and it may never send pulses to its neighbors. This divides the tree into non-communicating
components so global synchrony may not emerge.
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Figure 6. (Left) Phase response curve for the adap-

tive 4-coupling at state s = 0; (Right) At state s ∉ {1,2},

nodes ignore input pulses.

In the third paper [19], which is to appear in SIAM Journal
on Applied Dynamical Systems, I extended the 4-color FCA
to what I call the adaptive 4-coupling, which is a continuous-
time and continuous-state pulse-coupling for period 1 phase
oscillators (see Figure 6). The key innovation to surpass the
degree constraint is that each oscillator has an auxiliary state
variable, which may throttle the input pulse. This effectively
breaks symmetries in local configurations on finite trees and
reduces the relevant diameter to consider in constant time.
The main result is the following:

Theorem 12. Let (Σ•(t ))t≥0 be an adaptive 4-coupling trajectory on a finite tree T with diameter d. For
arbitrary Σ•(0), the trajectory synchronizes in time 87d.

Moreover, in order to overcome the restriction on tree topology, we precompose the adaptive 4-coupling
with distance ≤ 2 coloring and spanning tree algorithms (both of which use randomization). Denote the
resulting multi-layer distributed algorithm by A . We have the following corollary.

Corollary 13. Consider a distributed communication network of anonymous processors on a connected sim-
ple graph G = (V ,E) of maximum degree ∆ and diameter d. Suppose each processor has a local clock of
identical frequency.

(i) The adaptive 4-coupling can be implemented with O(log∆) memory per node and uses O(∆) bits of binary
pulse communication per unit time.

(ii) Let τG be the worst case time until synchronizing a given configuration. Then

E(τG ) =O(|V |+ (d 5 +∆2) log |V |). (1)

To my knowledge, the derivation of global convergence of PCOs on trees, especially with an explicit
bound which is optimal up to a constant factor, was for the first time. Moreover, the clock synchronization
algorithm A is scalable and can be applied for dynamic and growing networks, as long as the maximum
degree is bounded. Hence it is especially suitable in modern wireless sensor networks.

The largest bottleneck for the upper bound (1) comes from the unknown diameter of random spanning
tree constructed by the algorithm of Itkis and Levin [12]. This is essentially due to the unknown output of a
leader-election subroutine. We can omit the O(|V |) term in the bound (1) if we could answer the following
question:

Question 14. Is there a (randomized) distributed spanning tree algorithm T , which computes a spanning
tree T of a given connected graph G = (V ,E) with maximum degree ∆ and diameter d , with the following
properties?

(i) T can be implemented on G with O(log∆) memory per node.
(ii) diam(T ) = diam(G)O(1) log |V |.
(iii) E(worst case running time) = diam(G)O(1) log |V |.

Another open question, which is important both for theory and application aspects, is to extend the
above results for oscillators with non-identical frequencies.

Question 15. Can one extend Theorem 12 and Corollary 13 in the case where oscillators possibly have
non-identical or even time-varying frequencies?
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